CASE STUDY

AF TER TRY I NG FIVE EH R S YS TEMS OVER 20 Y E AR S,
DR . AN N I S DOES A “HAPPY DANCE” FOR I NLI GHT EHR

Dr. Cory Annis uses InLight and secure messaging app on
smart phone to engage with patients ranging in age from
Millennials to 90-year olds
Dr. Cory Annis, Carrboro, NC

Challenge: Find the best EHR for today’s technology-driven world of medicine
Started using EHRs at a VA
hospital in 1988 and never
stopped

“After leaving the VA, I joined one large practice that used Centricity. When I started a
small group practice with five other physicians, we used MedMaster, PowerMed, and
then finally Amazing Charts.”

Began solo practice and
wanted strong patient
engagement tools, but got ads

“When I went solo, I tried an EHR that promised video, phone, and messaging in one
place, but they couldn’t deliver. They also showed drug ads to my patients.”

Past satisfaction with Amazing
Charts gave Dr. Annis the
confidence to try InLight EHR

“I did free demos with Practice Fusion, Kareo, and others, but nothing clicked until I
learned that Amazing Charts had developed a new cloud-based EHR. I loved Amazing
Charts at my former practice, especially the customer service, so decided to give InLight
a try.”

Solution: Amazing Charts InLight EHR with problem-based charting
Efficient workflow allows Dr.
Annis to complete an exam
note quickly, so she can spend
more time interacting with
patients

“InLight learns what I do frequently, and then prompts me with the same choices later.
This goes beyond the usual favorite meds to include tests, orders, referrals, and more.
It’s really helpful when I see complicated patients with multiple problems. InLight lets me
click through each problem and still finish on time.”

Secure telemedicine on smart
phones and tablets with
Twistle integration

“InLight’s integration with Twistle makes me want to do the happy dance. I started using
Twistle to appeal to Millennials, but now I have patients in their 80s and 90s using it. It
changes the game by letting patients visit me using their phones or tablets.”

Looks forward to building a
longitudinal view of patient
care over time

“InLight is brilliant because in five years I can pull up a timeline of the entire history of
how I’ve treated a patient’s hypertension treatments, instead of gathering the notes
from every visit and trying to piece the history together manually.”

RESULTS

•

Patients can use a smart phone to send pictures or videos to Dr. Annis with
HIPPA-compliant security
• Dr. Annis spoke about her positive experiences with InLight EHR at the annual
Amazing Charts Users Conference
• An EHR system that learns how she practices gives Dr. Annis more time to spend on
medicine and patients
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